Responses' to Ed-Folsom' s "Database as Genre: The Epic Transformation of Archivesn mands of undergraduates, graduates, and faculty members to work on texts ranging from the medieval manuscripts generously made available by Larry Schoenberg, to a fifteenth-century French chansonnier, to one of the three known copies of the poems of the sixteenth-century Venetian poet Veronica Franco, to the corrected typescript of Theodore Dreiser's Sister Carrie, all of which are accessible through the Schoenberg Center for Electronic Text and Image.
But if database has been an incitement to the use of archive, it has changed our relation to the ownership of knowledge. One of the most radical aspects of database is its power to separate knowledge from academic prestige and from its attendant regime of intellectual property. Scholarship, as traditionally conceived, has maintained its prestige partly through its privileged relation to the protection and retrieval of scarce resources. Now, however, millions of people who cannot or do not want to go to the archives are accessing them in digital form. And digital information has profoundly undermined an academic elite's control over the circulation of knowledge.
. This circulation has created a panic among academic gatekeepers about plagiarism. The more knowledge circulates, the more energy goes into establishing a strict accountancy of mine and thine. Database and its resources are now used to track down plagiarism that previously could only be detected by scholarly labor. Academics who are more interested in producing knowledge than in reproducing the divide between their own knowledge and their students' ignorance should ask students to use good databases and reward them for doing so well.' Paradoxically, database will make the gatekeepers' work increasingly problematic. New programs, like the Montaigne Project, which I am using to analyze how Shakespeare read Montaigne, will allow us to compare any , texts to trace the transmission of phrases. They will also reveal the extent to which the gatekeepers are themselves trespassers who do, Having "inventory" is a requirement for "invention." Not only does this statement assume that one cannot create ("inventn) without a memory store ("inventory") to invent from and with, but it also assumes that one's memorystore is effectively "inventoried," that its matters are in readily-recovered "locations." (12)
To rediscover the power of inventory is also to rediscover the forms of pedagogy that precede the regime of originality. The great Renaissance tradition of commonplacing was a systematic practice for overcoming the originality (i.e., unacknowledged repetitiveness) of one's own mind by organizing one's reading as a database. In this pedagogy, reading is a technology of inventorying information to make it reusable. The major way of inventing knowledge in the Renaissance grew out of new forms of databases. Above all, Renaissance readers and writers followed the example of the bee. Francis Daniel Pastorius was still following the bee's example when, in Philadelphia in 1696, he began his massive Alphabetical Hive of More Than Two Thousand Honey-combs, compiled from "all remarkable words, phrases, sentences, or matters of moment, which we do hear and read" (1). 'The bee provided less a metaphor for understanding than a model for the note-taking practices and database organization that were the precondition for invention (see the table be lo^).^ Only after reading, "collecting, like Bees, from every flower," can the writer "hiue their hony on [his] tongue" (1).
While I do not question Ed Folsom's emphasis on the innovations of database in the age of the computer and Internet, it is significant that some of the most powerful modern databases draw on the development of a massive range of finding aids and databases in the Middle Ages and Renaissance. Such finding aids and databases were produced above all for the study of the Jewish and Christian bibles. They provide a model for Web sites like Calvin College's World Wide Study Bible, which contains links to commentaries on every verse of the Bible. The first verse of the eleventh chapter of the Epistle to the Hebrews alone connects to commentaries and sermons from the Church Fathers (Ambrose, Augustine, Bernard, Chrysostom, Cyril of Jerusalem, Gregory the Great, Gregory of Nyssa, Hilary of Poitiers, John of Damascus, 'Thomas Aquinas), a medieval English mystic (Walter Hilton), sixteenth-and seventeenth-century ministers and exegetes (Jacobus Arminius, Lewis Bayly, John Calvin, John Donne, Mar- IMITATION: This means that you read (or listen) so as to write. If you look at scenes of medieval writing, you cannot tell if you're looking at a scribe, a translator, or an "authorn-all have books around them from which, in their different ways, they are transcribing (or "translating" [Chartier 18'-201). Shakespeare (who invented in the modern sense at most one or two of his plots) "translates" Holinshed and other chroniclers. In Hamlet, Shakespeare rewrote a ten-year-old play called Hamlet (which doesn't survive). In King Lear, he rewrote an earlier play called King Lear (which does survive).
(B) INSPIRATION: This is a complex way of rethinking imitation. It means allowing yourself to be "breathed inton-as your own voice has been breathed into you at school and by parents, lovers, those whom you aspire to be like, etc. When you're working, as opposed to thinking, ideas will indeed "come over you" (as in, "I don't know what came over me'"). Finking does, in that sense, take place, but dialectically. You are not, nor should you be, the origin of your own thoughts (any more than you are the origin of your own voice). Having your own thoughts in the literal sense is as im-! possible as having your own language. It's not only impossible; it's silly and unnecessary to attempt it. You should have better things to do with your life. When I'm tempted to think, I commonplace Pepys or Montaigne instead.
When you're THINKING, you're usually star-' ing at a blank sheet of paper or a blank screen,' h o p i q j t k ig will emerge from your . , head a&& fill that space. Even if s o m e t h i n g u~t o you," there is no reason to believe that it &&interest, however paidid the process has been. ORIGINALITY (an unhelpful concept connected with thinking and deep thought) is another name for repeating othq people% Ideas without knowing that you're doing so, What would it mean to speak with an miginal voice, if our voices are the (unique] co&htions of hauntings through which w speak and through which we are spoken? 1d this sense, originality is not only a bad concept it's a ciuel one that would excise what makes us who we are-the voices that have taken up a local habitation and a name in our bodies.
'Ihere is no relation between the quantity $pain and the quality of the work produced+ I can agonize for days-thinking-and stiq produce platitudes. The cure for the disease cdledthinking is work.
L h l f i g requires imitation a n d inspiration, which today are marginalized by $ concept of originality that produces as id inevitable double the specter of plagiarism, a' specter rooted i n the f a r that we might havk more to learn from others t h a n from our1 
NOTES
For Franklin, ideas were a common ! m a a q to be shared by all. The problem is not E$Litat@n or even p b a r i s m but the daim to iatdketual property, a claim that justifies itselfby pfudking plagiarism (i.e., the possibility of shared knowledge) as its moral and legd antithesis.
Franklin argued that the immordWy lay in the fences that intellectual property erected, which, preserving knowledge for the rich and powerful, prevented its free circulation. Database is beginning to make scholarly work (previously the mystified privilege of an elite) available to anyone who's interested in doing it. One group (much despised by the academy) doing such work is amateur genealogists who have trained themselves in paleography, codicology, database, m d a range of other subjects that academics dQ not have the time to learn because they are too busy accrediting students (and one another) and tracking down cases of plagiarism. I am no particular fan of genealogy. But it certainly produces more substantial knowledge than ranking academics and universities and persecuting students who are held to a &amlard 1. If you want to hear predictable responses that you can buy on the Web or, worse, to hear "original" responses, ask your students about "the redemption of King Lear" or "filial ingratitude in Shakespeare's King Lear" or "the theme of blindness in William Shakespeare's King Lear" or "KingLear and the fatal flawn or, best of all, "self-discovery in Shakespeare's King Lear," which has the advantage of being the topic of a free paper, beginning, "Through the course of the play, King Lear goes through a process of attaining self-knowledge, or true vision of one's self and the world. With this knowledge, he goes through a change of person, much like a caterpillar into a butterfly" ("SelfDiscoveryn). It's easy to avoid such essays by asking your students to plagiarize better databases, like The Oxford English Dictionary or the online "Shakespeare in Quarton at the British Library or the First Folio and promptbooks at the Schoenberg Center for Electronic Text and Image. If you ask silly questions, you deserve silly answers.
There is nothing silly in writing about blindness in King Lear. What is silly is for a teacher who has read, say, .
Stanley Cavell's brilliant analysis of the topic to expect students to come up with original versions of ik, which will be judged by the degree to which they depart from Cavell and the degree to which they reproduce Cavell; they will inevitably fall short on both counts. It would be a better exercise to ask students to commonplace "eyes," "blind," etc., in King Lear and to see which passages Cavell has not c h m e n t e d on and what difference they might make to his argument. 3. Folsom quotes Lev Manovich's "most provocative claimn that "the database represents the world as a list of items, and it refuses to order this list." But it's worth noting the profound shock caused to Christianity by the alphabetization of knowledge in the Middle Ages. The alphabet, as a technology of ordering knowledge, creates "a list of items" whose only principle of order is its randomness. When theologians and scholars alphabetized knowledge, they sacrificed a sense-making hierarchy (from God to the angels to humans and so on down the scale) for the sake of the easy retrieval of information. Indeed, the alphabetical system that we take for granted . was at first resisted, because it led to arbitrary relations between words, to logical inversions in which the created preceded the creator Cfilia 'daughter' coming beforepater 'father,' angelus 'angel' before deus 'God'), and to inversions of social hierarchy @Iia 'daughter' coming before filius 'son,' mater 'mother' before pater 'father' [Llike as Bees have this propertie by nature to finde and sucke the mildest and best honie, out of the sharpest and most eager flowers; yea and from among the roughest and most prickly thornes: even so children and yoong men if they be well nourtured and orderly inured in the reading of Poemes, will learne after a sort to draw alwaies some holesome and profitable doctrine or other, even out of those places which moove suspition of lewd ahd absurd sense. 
